
3-5 Players

30-45 Min

Ages 14+
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Objective
In this game, the players are divided into the Pizza Deliverers, who deliver pizzas, 
and the Mayor, who rules the ghost town.

The Mayor builds the town and tells players what is around them as they explore 
the paranormal darkness of the town. The Mayor should fully immerse themselves
in the role. Don’t be afraid to really ham up the sound e�ects and theatrics. This is 
your time to shine!

The Pizza Delivers, on their turns, compete with each other to deliver a pizza first.

Components
• The Box
• 22 Psychic Cards

• 32 Map Tokens 

• 

28 Ghosts

8 Pizza Deliverers (2 Each of 4 Colors)

5 Pizzas
5 Houses
4 Player Map Boards
4 Dry Erase Markers
9 Map Layout Cards
Town Building Reference Sheet

(6 Starting, 16 Regular Cards)

(4 Start Locations, 6 Graves
4 Fences, 3 Portals, 5 Houses, 
5 Pizza boxes, 5 Mailboxes)

Mayor Reference Sheet

Setup
Choose a Mayor; all the other players are 
Pizza Deliverers.
Each Pizza Deliverer player receives the 
following items, dry erase marker, a player
map board, a pizza deliverer, a random Psychic
Start Card (blue background)
Shu�e the remaining Psychic Cards together.
The Mayor builds the town by copying one of the 
Map Setup Cards or by following the instructions 
on the Custom Town Building Reference Sheet.

Psychic Pizza Delivers
Go to the Ghost Town
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Overview
The game alternates between a player 
announcing an action and the mayor resolving 
that action. Pizza delivers play in turn with the 
mayor responding between each turn until one 
of the pizza delivers wins by delivering a pizza. 
The Mayor cannot win the game.

Player Map Boards
Each player should take notes on their map 
board. Good note taking of your moves and
positions helps you better understand your
location in relation to your destinations, and 
thus increases your chance of winning. You
may look at other Players' map boards, but 
not in a way that delays gameplay.

Pizza Deliverer Turn
Each turn, the Pizza Deliverer either Moves, 
Attacks, or Plays a Psychic card. Then the 
Mayor gives a Surrounding Report.

The Pizza Deliverer chooses and announces 
which direction they want to move (North, 
East, South, West). The Mayer responds 
based and adjusts the map based on the 
Mayor Movement Reference Sheet.

Move

Attack

Play Psychic Card

The Pizza Deliverer chooses and announces 
which direction they want to attack (North, 
East, South, West). The Mayor responds 
based and adjusts the map based on the 
Mayor Movement Reference Sheet.

The Pizza Deliverer discards a Psychic card 
in their hand. The Mayor applies the psychic 
action based on the text on the card.

The “Anti-Ghost Barrier” and “Stasis” cards 
are not played as actions, but are played 
(and discarded) in response to an 
appropriate move action.
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Deliverer : “Attack East!”
Mayor : “You killed a ghost!” 

Deliverer : “Move West!” 
Mayor : “You moved West.”

Lattitudinal Visions

The mayor announces if the nearest pizza is to 
the North, South, or in line with you. If you have a

pizza they will announce about the delivery 
house instead.

Specify a diagonal direction (NE, SE, SW, NW), you
will move as far as possible in that direction until 
you hit a fence. The mayor will anounce how many 
spaces you moved.

Line Sprint

Specify an orthagonal direction (North, East, 
South, West), you will move as far as possible in 
that direction until you hit a fence. The Mayor will 
announce how many spaces you moved.

Stasis

Not an Action. If you would be teleported,
you DO NOT teleport.

Anti-Ghost 
Barrier

Not an Action. If moving into a space with a ghost,
remove the ghost and finish your move. 
Do not draw a card.

Psychic Eye

Move then receive EXACT locations for your 

surroundings report (NW, N, NE, E, etc...)

Diagonal Sprint

Specify a diagonal direction (NE, SE, SW, NW), 
you will move as far as possible in thatdirection until you hit a fence. The Mayor will announce how many spaces you moved.

Longitudinal 
Visions

The mayor announces if the nearest pizza is to 

the East, West, or in line with you. If you have a 

pizza they will announce about the delivery

house instead.

The mayor announces how many orthagonal 
spaces away from you the closest pizza is. If you have a  pizza, they will announce how many 
spaces to your  delivery house instead.

Pizza Sense



Surrounding Report
The Pizza Deliverers are psychics and can 
somewhat sense what is in their surroundings. 
After each Pizza Deliverer turn, the Mayor 
provides two reports:

Tell the deliverer where there are fences 
or map edges (but not not distinguish
between the two) in the four spaces 
adjacent to the deliverer. More details 
on the Mayor Reference Sheet..

Fences Adjacent

Ghosts, Pizzas &
Houses Nearby
Tell the deliverer how many ghosts, how 
many pizzas, and how many houses are 
in the eight spaces around the deliverer. 
More details on the Mayor Reference Sheet.
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“There is a fence to your north 
  and a fence to you east.”

“There are no fences adjacent to you”

“There are three ghosts, one pizza, 
and one house nearby”

“There are no ghosts, one pizza, 
  and no houses nearby”
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Game End
When a pizza deliverers a pizza and then 
moves on to the space with the match house 
the game is over and that player wins. 
The mayor cannot win.

Variants
Add extra paranormal activity to your game!

Mayoral Victory
If no player has delivered a pizza by the end 
of the 20th round, the Mayor wins. A round
consists of all deliverers taking a turn. The 
Mayor should track rounds as they finish.

Animals On The Loose
During Setup the Mayor places 4 animals 
(pig, cat, mouse, and bee) on the map. During
the game, do not announce the presence of 
these tokens in a surroundings report. 

If a Player moves onto a space with an animal, 
the mayor makes a noise for that animal and 
then finishes resolving the move as normal. 

Example: 
If a Player moves into a space with the pig tile, 
the Mayor would yell, “Oink!” and move the 
Player’s meeple into that space.
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